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Background  

 

Within the project CyberEmotions, a series of experiments was carried out in an online web 

chat environment to collect data on verbal behavior when exposed to affective utterances. In 

the context of CyberEmotions, the focus of research is how affect spread in virtual 

communities such as chats, discussion forums etc. The project, however, does not touch 

gender-related research questions.  

 

The raw data collected in CyberEmotions were made available to C4U, where they were 

assessed with respect to differences between female and male dialogue partners when 

communicating with the artificial systems. The investigations we carried out are parallel to 

those presented in deliverable E3_1 and E3_2.1. Thus we can draw further evidence for 

differences or similarities in female and male dialogues with artificial agents.  

 

Experimental setting 

 

An autonomous dialog system was equipped with three affective profiles: a positive, a 

negative, and a neutral one. Users participating in this experiment chatted with all three 

variants of the dialog system. The experiment was conducted in cooperation with a Polish 

internet portal. The participants were recruited from their user pool.  

 

91 Polish participants (33 female, 58 male), aged between 18 and 52, took part in the 

experiment. Each participant completed interactions in all three experimental settings, i.e. 

talking to an artificial communication partner which is in a neutral, positive or negative 

“mood”.  

 

The dialogues with the autonomous system were conducted in English. Even though the 

mother tongue of the participants was Polish, all participants had at least average 

communication skills in English. For more details on the data collection experiment see 

(Skowron2011).  
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Data analysis 

 

In the analysis presented in this paper, we investigate differences in male and female ways of 

communicating with the three different variants of the artificial dialog systems along the 

following lines: 

1. human assessment of the different versions of the conversational system 

(questionnaire) 

2. dialogue analysis (number of utterances, words, characters, etc.) 

3. word-level investigation using the Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count Approach 

(LIWC) 

 

Questionnaire 
 

Following each interaction, the participants answered 7 questions (on a Likert-scale ranging 

from 1 -- not at all to 5 --very much) whether the dialogues seemed real, coherent, positive or 

negative to the user and if he or she enjoyed the conversation, felt an emotional connection 

and would like to chat again with that system.  

 

The questions are as follows: 

1. I enjoyed chatting with the conversational partner during the just completed 

interaction. 

2. I found a kind of "emotional connection" between myself and the conversational 

partner.  

3. I found the dialog with the conversational partner to be realistic. 

4. I found the dialog to be coherent. In other words, the sequence of responses of the 

conversational partner made sense. 

5. I noticed a positive emotional change in myself during the interaction. 

6. I noticed a negative emotional change in myself during the interaction. 

7. I would like to chat again with this particular conversational partner in the future. 

 

In Figure 1, the mean scores of male and female users are plotted. A Mann Whitney U test 

was conducted to test for significant differences between male and female evaluations of the 

conversations. Table 1 shows that male users felt a significantly higher emotional connection 

with the neutral (1) and the negative (3) systems. Moreover, the male participants rated the 

negative system as significantly more coherent and realistic than the female participants did. 

In all other aspects, the evaluations of female and male users did not significantly differ. 

 

The plots in Figure 1 also show that both male and female users enjoyed communicating with 

the positive system most, found it least negative, and wanted to communicate again with the 

system, whereas the negative system was consistently evaluated as negative.  
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Figure 1:Line diagram of mean scores for each affective experimental setting (system 1 [neutral], system 2 

[positive], system 3 [negative]) for male and female users. The y-axis indicates the participant's agreement 

on a Likert-scale from 1 not at all to 5 very much. 
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Table 1: The mean scores of the answers of male and female user and the p-values (grey indicates 

significance) 

 

 
 

 

Dialog analysis 
 

An analysis of the contributions to the dialogs (Table 2) in terms of number of utterances in a 

dialogue, number of words and characters, and dialogue act classes showed significant 

differences in female and male reactions to the positive and the negative systems, namely  

 

 male dialogue partners  

o  used significantly more words during the conversation with the positive 

system,  

o asked the positive system significantly more yes-no-questions, 

o uttered significantly more statements to the negative system; 

 female dialogue partners  
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o directed significantly more rejections of the statements made by the negative 

system, 

o gave significantly more no-answers to the negative system. 

 

 
Table 2: The mean scores of the dialog act analysis of male and female users and the p-values (grey 

indicates significance). 

 

 
 

Analysis based on LIWC categories 
 

The Linguistic Inquery and Word Count categories were developed by (Pennebaker2001). 

 

An analysis of the LIWC categories (see Table 5) shows that during chatting with the neutral 

system female participants used significantly more verbs, and present tense as well as health 

categories than male participants, who on the other hand used significantly more prepositions 

and hearing categories.  

 

Communicating with the positive system, women used I significantly more often than male 

did. They also agreed (assent) significantly more often with the system and mentioned sexual 

aspects more often, while men talked significantly more about leisure and used more words 

from the category discrepancy. 

 

The dialogue contributions of male and female users differed most when interacting with the 

negative system. Female participants used significantly more function words, I, auxiliary 

verbs, adverbs and negations. Male participants used significantly more prepositions, and 

words belonging to the LIWC categories space and achievement. 
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For the full list of LIWC categories see http://www.liwc.net/descriptiontable1.php. The 

categories for which we found significant differences in female and male dialogue 

contributions are listed in Table 3 below. The lexical examples presented in Table 4 stem 

from the LIWC category table available under the URL above.  

 

  
Table 3: LIWC categories for which significant differences were found. 

 

 

Neutr. System 

 

Pos. System 

 

Neg. System 

f m f m f m 

+ Verbs + Hear + I + Discrep + I + Space 

+ Present + Prep + Sexual + Leisure + Funct + Prep 

+ Health  + Assent  + Negate + Achiev 

    + AuxVB  

    + Adverb  

 

 
Table 4: LIWC categories with significantly different occurrences in dialogue contributions by females 

and males. 

 

Linguistic processes:  

Adverb: adverbs, very, really, quickly 

AuxVB: auxiliary verbs, am, will, have 

Funct: function words 

I: 1
st
 person singular, I, me, mine  

Negate: negations, no, not, never  

Prep: prepositions, to, with, above 

Present: present tense, is, does, hear 

Verbs: main verb, walk, went, see 

Psychological processes: 

Discrep: discrepancy, should, would, could 

Hear: listen, hearing 

Health: clinic, flu, pill 

Sexual: horny, love, incest 

Achiev: achievement, earn, hero, win 

Space: special words (psychological 

processes), down, in, thin 

Personal concerns: 

Leisure: cook, chat, movie 
Spoken categories: 

Assent: agree, OK, yes 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.liwc.net/descriptiontable1.php
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Table 5: The mean scores of the LIWC categories of male and female users and the p-values (grey 

indicates significance). 
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